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the horizon. The first rocket at Hinaidi! About
50 miles away yet. So I plunged on through the grey-
ness more confidently, crossing from the Euphrates
towards Khan Nukhta and Aqqar Kuf. In places I
could faintly see the track like a thin shadowy line.
Every ten minutes or so a rocket glowed in the sky,
and seemed to hang stationary for a long time. About
20 miles away I saw the lights of Baghdad, and to the
right the lights of Hinaidi. As I came on, I saw an
Aldis lamp flash out from the flare line towards me.
I fired a green Very light to ask permission to land,
and almost immediately a green one was fired from the
flares. I flew round and landed. I flattened out a
bit too violently, and dropped very slightly, but nothing
to worry about. It is lovely flying cross-country on
a moonlight night, all black, grey, green and silver;
the quiet stars, and the ghostly desert, and the rivers
with the faint golden glimmer of the moon on them,
shining on some distant reach. And the friendly rockets
to guide you home, as some ship far out at sea sees a
beacon light, and knows that friends are there.
II
Hinaidi to Ramadi. I flew over to Ramadi in order
to do a night flight back on a dark night. It was
bumpy and cold, with that inhospitable veiled brightness
tfaat is frequently characteristic of squally weather.
Nevertheless the sun shone brightly enough. I watched
the "dunt indicator" and it di4 some most astonishing
rises and falls as the bumps gripped **Valkyrie" and
rocked her passionately to and fro, caught her up,
and let her fall viciously. I had a strong headwind.
Just past Fellujah my port oil pressure suddenly fell

